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Dukane Announces Partnership with RF Technologies 

 

Dukane today announced a distributor partnership with RF Technologies out of Brookfield, 

Wisconsin.  This agreement allows Dukane to sell the Help Alert Solution to their vast network of 

U.S. based dealers. 

 

Help Alert uses a real-time locating system (RTLS) to locate teachers, staff and students in need of 

assistance.  By pressing a button on a small pendant, or mobile panic alarm, Help Alert 

immediately and silently reports the pendant’s location to security responders. 

 

• Alarm can alert school/district security or local police 

• Easy-to-use system contributes to an overall school safety plan 

• Mobile pendant can be activated anywhere, including areas video systems cannot capture 

• Discreet pendant fits in pocket, or can be worn on a lanyard or clipped to a belt 

• Proactive solution reduces the rist of physical threat or student bullying 

• Present an attractive, safe environment to students, parents and faculty 

• Leverage other security investments-if a pendant is activated, responders can use mass 

notification options and video to assess the alert 

• View alerts in real time: watch a pendant’s location update on a floor plan 

• Immediately acknowledge alarms while responding to the incident 

• Clear alert on the spot after resolving the situation 

• Convenient and cost-effective: no power or data cabling is required 

• Uses small, battery-powered reference tags that are attached out of the way on walls or 

ceilings 

• Fully supervised system 

• Scalable: easily expand the system if needed 

• Plan and predict where or when an alarm is more likely to occur 

• Track the response times of your security teams for continuous improvement 

• Easily prepare reports to adhere to federal, state and local mandates 

• Uses existing Wi-Fi structure 

 

For more information, contact Jim Locascio directly at 630-762-4020. 

 
For more than fifty years, Dukane’s Audio Visual Products Division has provided schools around 
the world with technology solutions that helped increase student learning. With a network of 
trained professional dealers available to provide personal and localized sales support, Dukane is 
committed to meeting each customer’s particular needs. 
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Since 1922, Dukane has been involved in the development of systems and equipment for the 
educational, commercial, and industrial markets. Today, the company is divided into two 
operating divisions which produce diversified product offerings including audio visual 
presentation equipment and ultrasonic assembly 
 

 
Company/product names mentioned herein may be trademarks and/or registered trademarks of their 

respective companies. 
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